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School Development Plan Summary 

2022 – 2023 
This document is based on the Welsh Government regulations 155/2014 

Introduction  

 

The School Development Plan (SDP) outlines our priorities for 2022-2023 in detail. We are determined to deliver excellent value for money by achieving the best possible 

outcomes for the pupils in our care. The SDP is a ‘live’ document insomuch as it is regularly reviewed and refined.   

 

The SDP is based on rigorous self-evaluation of our standards, provision and leadership. Our priorities for improvement link directly to the areas for development identified 

in the whole school and curriculum area self-evaluation reports.  Consequently, the SDP priorities are based on wide-ranging evidence, including staff and parent surveys; 

feedback from pupil panels; external reviews of the school practice (including ESTYN reports and guidance, LA support visits and feedback from lead practitioners); as 

well as focused whole school and curriculum area reviews.  

 

The aim of the SDP is to ensure Llanidloes Community Primary School becomes an excellent centre of learning that helps improve provision across the whole sector, 

including our federation partner, Llanidloes High School.  

 

Each priority covers one or more of the five key areas of our work: Learning (Inspection Area 1, or IA1); Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning (Inspection Area 2, or IA2); 

Teaching and Learning Experiences (Inspection Area 3, or IA3); Care, Support and Guidance (Inspection Area 4, or IA4); and Leadership and Management (Inspection 

Area 5, or IA5).  

 

The SDP is made available to parents on request and is on the school website with salary information redacted.  
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Strategic Overview  2022-2023 

Workforce Planning: number of fte TEACHERS 12.7 (+ 1 fte specialist centre teacher + 1 fte unqualified teacher) 

Workforce Planning: number of fte SUPPORT STAFF  9.2 

(This does not include those paid by grants or employed directly by the LA, but does include 

teaching assistants, technicians, administrative and pastoral staff) 

 

 

 

 

Grant Finance 2022-2023 

Source of Funding Purpose Sum 

Education Improvement Grant  Ensure each pupil profits from excellent teaching and learning, focusing on 

• improving the quality of teaching and learning 

• addressing learners’ barriers to learning and improving inclusion 

• improving the leadership of educational settings 

improving the provision for learners and the engagement of learners.  

£27,135.00 

Pupil Deprivation Grant  Breaking the link between disadvantage and educational attainment. £54,050.00 

Early Years PDG £5,750.00 
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Accelerating Learning Grant RRR  

• Year 1 transition 

• LA statement of ALN 

• BAME learners 

• eFSM learners 

‘Recruit, Recover, Raise Standards’  

 

• Literacy, numeracy and digital competence within a broad and balanced 

curriculum  

• Development of independent learning skills, to enable and motivate 

learners in all groups to make accelerated progress by working more 

effectively alone and out of school 

• Support and engagement through coaching – this in recognition that the 

most disengaged learners will need coaching and emotional support as well 

as support for examination preparation and skill 

£17,110.39 

LAEG ALN Implementation - Schools Implementing ALN Act £3,354.57 

Professional Learning Grant Implementing curriculum for Wales £6,404.00 
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2022-2023 Reception Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6 Total 

Eligible for Free School Meals 

 

3 2 7 10 13 5 9 49 (17%) 

         

Early Help / Care and Support 0 0 1 1 5 0 0 7 

Looked After Pupils 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

         

English as an Additional Language 1 0 2 2 6 1 4 16 (6%) 

         

Additional Learning Needs        15% 

Universal Learning Provision 

 

0 0 4 4 9 4 7 30 

Additional Learning Needs – school IDP 

 

2 0 2 0 2 1 4 11 

Additional Learning Needs – LA IDP 

 

0 0 0 0 1   +1?  0 1 2 (+1?) 
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Priorities for 2022-2023 

Priority 1: To implement the Curriculum for Wales Related to the 4 purposes: 

The 4 purposes drive this priority 

12 Pedagogical Principles 

All 12 principles underpin the delivery  

SLO 

Learning with, and from, the external environment and wider learning system 

Promoting team learning and collaboration among all staff 

Success criteria 

Nearly all teaching and learning meets the requirements of the curriculum for Wales. Nearly all 

teachers are confident in leading learning across mandatory elements of the curriculum 

Internal Accountability:  

 

LA – curriculum lead 

Accountability to the Governing 

Body:  

 

EC/LA 

AOLE leads  

Rationale for this priority: 

The school has made strong progress in preparing for the implementation of the Curriculum for Wales. September 2022 sees the implementation of the 

curriculum in primary schools as a national priority. 

Actions   

1.1 Devise and implement an Assessment and Progression system 

1.2 Update Prospectus and communicate regularly with parents regarding the new curriculum 

1.3 Update curriculum policies for LLC and H&W 

1.4 Evaluate specialist centre provision – further adapt to new curriculum 

1.5 RSE curriculum to be implemented with confidence by all staff 

1.6 Religion, value and ethics (RVE) curriculum to be implemented with confidence by all staff 

1.7 Non-negotiables to be consistent across the school: 

Check-in/check-out; spelling / letters and sounds phonics, Big Maths/times tables, guided reading (E and W); genius hour; pupil planning.  

1.8 Homework – re-evaluate homework policy to support pupils and parents at a time of major curriculum change 
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Priority 2: To improve Welsh medium provision and standards Related to the 4 purposes: 

Are knowledge about their culture, community, society and the world, now and in the past 

(Ethical) 

Communicate confidently in English and Welsh (Ambitious) 

12 Pedagogical Principles 

Challenges all learners by encouraging them to recognise the importance of sustained effort in 

meeting expectations that are high but achievable for them 

Creates authentic contexts for learning 

SLO 

Developing a shared vision centred on learning of all learners 

Modelling and growing learning leadership 

Success criteria 

Achieve Gold Award 

Internal Accountability: 

All teachers 

HE 

SLT 

 

Accountability to the Governing 

Body:  

LLC AOLE Governor link 

Rationale for this priority: 

The school has successfully achieved the Cymraeg Campus silver award (gwobr arian) but the lockdown periods during the covid-19 pandemic have had a negative impact on 

the progress of Welsh as a second language. We are confident that the previously seen rate of progress in Welsh as a second language will be recaptured in the school and 

aiming for the gold award (gwobr aur) will provide the focus that the school needs. 

Actions   

2.1 Increase the use of incidental Welsh in the classroom 

2.2 Increase the use of incidental Welsh outside the classroom 

1.9 Evaluate - are the 4 purposes superficial or deeply embedded amongst pupils? 

1.10 Further develop outdoor learning opportunities for older learners 

How can the wider community of the school enrich the priority? 

Federation working: 

Cross-school working between ALNcos.  

ELSA Lauren Morris to support transition with pupils who required wellbeing support in year 6 

Increase provision for MAT learners through linking with high school 
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2.3 Extend use of Apps and Websites to enhance learning Environment   

2.4 Increase Enrichment Activities  

2.5 Develop Welsh reading 

2.6 Promote Welsh across the curriculum 

2.7 Foster an increasingly positive attitude towards Welsh language and Welsh culture 

How can the wider community of the school enrich the priority? 

Additional Resources: 

High School Mamiaith students 

Local Welsh speakers/poets 

GO to deliver sports sessions using as much Welsh as possible 

Bore coffi in the school hall to encourage community use of Welsh 

 

 

Priority 3: To develop a consistent culture, provision and assessment to enable 

high quality English reading, spelling and writing at length across the school.  

 

 

Related to the 4 purposes: 

Building up a body of knowledge and have the skills to connect and apply that knowledge in 

different context (Ambitious) 

Set themselves high standards and seek and enjoy challenge 

 

12 Pedagogical Principles 

Challenges pupils to sustain their efforts to reach high but achievable targets 

Encourage pupils to take ownership of their own learning 

SLO 

Establishing a culture of enquiry, innovation and exploration 

Embedding systems for collecting and exchanging knowledge for learning 

Success criteria 

Most pupils have a positive attitude towards reading and have improved spelling, grammar 

reading and writing at length .  

Internal Accountability: 

LLC AOLE team 

SLT 

Accountability to the Governing 

Body:  

LLC AOLE Governor link 

Rationale for this priority 
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Episodes spent in lockdown as well as the general effects of the pandemic have had a negative impact on basic literacy skills. In order to raise attainment, 

consistency of approach to teaching these basic skills requires improvement.  

In constructing our curriculum for Wales, we have explored pupil voice and have provided new opportunities based on the four purposes. However, evaluations 

show that the ‘nitty gritty’ of grammar, spelling, punctuation as well as the culture of reading that we expect here in Llanidloes require improvement. In 

‘championing’ real life experiences, non-fiction text writing tends to feature more prominently than ever in our learning and teaching. Non-fiction text purposes 

tend to be shorter in length than story writing so we must re-visit the teaching of non-fiction writing in order to encourage improved writing at length. 

Actions   

3.1 Improve writing at length.  

Re introduce Pie Corbett (fiction) and Sue Palmer (non-fiction) strategies as well as strengthening Big Write 

3.2 Ensure that guided reading is consistent and effective 

3.3 Develop an improved culture of reading 

3.4 Improve punctuation and grammar 

How can the wider community of the school enrich the priority? 

Links with the town library – arrange visits.  

Members of the community reading stories to pupils, e.g. grandparents, volunteers  

Year 4 project – buddy reading with Crocs pre school 

Buddy reading with high school students 
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Estyn recommendations (2014) and SDP reference 
 

 

Estyn recommendations SDP location 

R1 Raise overall standards by the end of the Foundation Phase, especially 

for more able pupils. 

Priority 1, 2 

R2 Improve pupils’ standards in writing and information communication 

technology (ICT) in the Foundation Phase. 

Priority 2, 3 

R3 Raise levels of attendance Priority 1 

R4 Refine school improvement processes to ensure that plans focus on the 

main priorities for improving outcomes. 

All 

R5 Ensure that monitoring and evaluation focus on the main priorities in the 

school improvement plan 

All 

R6 Address the budget deficit. addressed 

 

Other Continuing Aspects to be Improved 

(e.g., Eco Schools, Healthy Schools, buildings…) 

Aspect Resources / personnel Target Date and Evaluation 

Strengthen federation links with the 

high school, not mentioned elsewhere 

in SDP 

All staff from both schools Evaluate monthly in joint HT 

meetings (1st Friday of every 

month, 8am) 

Attendance target of 95% DE / DS to monitor attendance and feedback 

to EC 

Evaluate termly in with EWO 
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Renewal of external windows Programme spread over 3 years to replace all 

single glazed windows with double glazed 

units 

Sept 2022-2024 ON HOLD 

DUE TO FINANCIAL CRISIS 

SEPT 22 

Safeguarding - lowering of security 

fencing to a safe distance from the 

ground 

PCC  Due to complete December 

2022 

Safeguarding – completion of 

security entrance at front of school to 

ensure whole perimeter security 

PCC Due to complete December 

2022 

Safeguarding – safer route to school PCC, town council Initial improvement work to 

pavements completed Spring 

2023? 

 

PDG Spending Plan including EYPDG 

    

Item  Narrative Estimated 

expenditure 

Actual outrun 

1 
Pastoral care 

mentor 

Contribution towards employment of sports coach 

and mentor to work with pupils to boost self-esteem. 

This is a cluster-based initiative with costs 

apportioned according to relative pupil numbers and 

time allocation. 

£1500  

2 Admin FSM  £6655  

3 

Extra-

curricular 

activities 

Monies used to subsidise extra-curricular activities 

including Honeypot 
£2250  

4 
Two teaching 

assistants 

Appointment of teaching assistants to provide 

pastoral care for pupils who are regularly unable to 

engage in classroom activities. 

£21,655  
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5 

Wellbeing 

support 

assistant 

Teaching assistant trained as an ELSA to deliver 

support sessions to identified pupils. 
£16,312  

6 
Ukulele 

lessons 

To improve self-esteem and confidence through 

ukulele workshops. 
£2400  

8 Kiva survey Evaluate success of anti-bullying intervention £ 350  

9 
Guided 

reading books  

To enhance the variety of books that the pupils are 

exposed to.  
£1500  

10 Active learn 
To provide pupils with Maths games to complete at 

home.  
£700  

12 
Uniform 

subsidy  

To provide support for families with the costs of 

school uniform.  
£300  

Total available to spend: £54,050   

 

 


